Hotel Marketer's guide to SMS
messaging
How to use SMS messaging to fill rooms and increase
return visits

Why should you use SMS messaging?
When was the last time you didn’t have your mobile? Chances are you can’t remember (because it’s never happened), or it was
such a traumatic experience you’ll never let it happen again. Either way you’re not alone. A Facebook study in 2013 discovered
79% of people keep their smartphones with them 22 hours a day. We use our mobiles for all sorts of activities beyond just making
calls, so we keep them close all the time. And the trend isn’t just among a few lucky people with smartphones.
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In the UK, at least 92% of people own a mobile phone according to Ofcom.
Sixty one percent of those are smartphones in 2014 and that number is
predicted to climb. But every single one of those phones, even the basic
phones, have the capability of receiving a SMS, or text, message.
So people have their phones with them all the time, and all of the phones
can receive text messages. If you’re wanting to reach out to people, there
isn’t a much better way to do it.
You can, of course, use email, or regular post. But when’s the last time you
met someone that read all their email? Or their post for that matter. Studies
have shown that 90% of text messages are read within the first three
minutes of delivery. Other studies show that more than 99% of text
messages are read, even if at a later time.
Email and post are relatively slow too. SMS messages are delivered almost
instantaneously, and generally guaranteed to be delivered within 10 seconds.
Email can be that fast, or it may never be delivered at all. Yes, the Internet
gremlins eat emails so they never arrive. Or worse, your email ends up in
someone’s spam folder and they’ll never hear from you again.

As a hotel manager, this all adds up to SMS being a great option to reach out
to current and future guests. It also means they can contact you quickly.
You’ll be filling those rooms so fast your management team may just have
extra time on their hands.
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Unbelievable 4900% return on
investment
A small 45 room family hotel in Morecambe ran
a marketing experiment with SMS messaging.
First they spent some time asking guests for
their mobile numbers when they checked in.
Once they had a good size list they ran a
marketing campaign. Here are the results:


Sent 772 text messages



Within hours they had sold £1000 worth
of accommodation



In total they made £50 for every £1
spent on messaging



That’s an ROI of 4900%!

The hotel marketing manager said, “We
couldn’t get over how successful it was,
we’d not seen anything generate results so
quickly.”
And that’s the beauty of SMS marketing:
It’s inexpensive, easy to do, and usually has
a much higher ROI than email, print, or
other forms of advertisement.

Getting started with SMS
Hold on. Before you dive in, you’ll want decide how you’ll use your SMS messaging to support your hotel. Here are some ideas
on how you’d use SMS messages:

Marketing


Contact previous guests with specials, coupons, or last minute deals



Collect mobile numbers of future guests by displaying your virtual mobile number (VMN) or shortcode on all your
marketing materials (website, printed ads, radio, etc.)



Send current guests offers for free desserts with dinner, two-for-one deals, romantic dinners, or discounted activities



Use SMS messaging to manage customer loyalty programs and incentives

Guest relations


Send messages to guests confirming their booking



Allow guests to request taxis, order room service, book spa time, or other activities by sending a text to reception



Confirm or take restaurant reservations for guests



Have a special text line for guests to send complaints, or compliments, to the hotel manager
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Send out satisfaction surveys after guests leave the hotel and add a
special discount for their next visit

Once you start thinking about it, you’ll probably find many different ways
you can use SMS to fill your rooms and keep your guests happy. Have a
brainstorming session and see what sort of things you can come up with.

Now, do the same thing again, but focus on your own organisation. Can
SMS messaging help you coordinate internally? Could you send a text to a
repairman letting them know room 432 has a plumbing problem? How
much time can you save by keeping everyone informed and current on
housekeeping, repairs, special requests, and meetings?

Now that you’ve had your creative fix, it’s time to start thinking
analytically. Get ready to calculate some numbers to answer the following
questions:


How many messages will you send?



How often will you send?



What is the total number of messages you expect to send per
calendar month?



Will your guests be sending you messages?

The answers to these questions will help you determine the cost of using a
SMS message service. Most services use a pay-per-message billing format
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What’s in a shortcode?
A shortcode is a 4-5 digit number
used for SMS communications. While
simple in concept, they aren’t simple
to get. A custom shortcode takes
months, is expensive and requires
negotiation
with
mobile
communications companies. That’s
why most organisations simply rent
keywords on their provider’s
shortcode or they use a VMN.

A VMN acts like a normal 11 digit mobile
number except it can only receive messages
from another mobile phone (or an SMS
service provider’s service). When someone
sends a reply to the VMN, the service
provider receives it and can forward it to an
email address or their web-based service.
The benefit is you can send and receive
messages without having a physical device.

with discounts for high volumes. If you need to receive replies
from your guests, you’ll need either a virtual mobile number
(VMN) or a keyword rented on your provider’s shortcode.

Once you have the answers to your questions, you’re almost
ready to start sending. There’s just a few more things you need
to do.

How to use SMS messaging to
keep your guests coming back


57% of all travel arrangements are
booked on the Internet



65% of same day hotel reservations
are made from a smartphone

Travel booking on the Internet is so easy,
many people search for the lowest price and
then click book! So in the extremely
competitive world of hotels, SMS messaging
gives you an advantage when reaching out

to previous guests. You can send text messages
with your hotel and special offers even faster
than they can find another hotel online. That’s
because virtually everyone has a phone capable
of receiving a text message, and the read rate is
nearly 100%. When you put your offer and your
hotel name in front of them, they will think of
you first when it’s time to book their next stay.
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Starting off the right way
You may have a list of guest mobile numbers a mile long already. Now that you’ve hammered out the details of what types of
messages you’ll send, you’re ready to just start sending them out right? Not so fast.
There are some legal bits and best practices you need to know first.
SMS is legally considered an electronic communication. That means it’s governed by the same laws as email. In short, this means
you need to:


Always use an opt in. If you’re gathering mobile numbers for the first time from new guests, it’s best to let them know you’ll
be using text messaging to keep in touch. If you have an existing list of guest numbers, you can send them text messages
without a formal opt in because they’ve already opted in when they stayed at your hotel. If you are using SMS as a
marketing method to get new guests (who have not yet spent time with you) then you’ll want to be more formal about the
opt in. You can promote the use of SMS to new guests on your website, printed adverts or in email – anywhere you normally
advertise.



Always include a clear opt out method. Even though you can technically send SMS messages to your guests, some people
may prefer email or voice calls. It’s best to include a way to opt out in every SMS message you send. When using SMS to
market to people not yet on your list, you definitely should make sure an opt out is in every message. Make it easy for them
to stop the messages if they want to. For example, tell them to reply with the keyword “STOP”.
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Now the legalese is over with, here are some guidelines to make sure
every message or campaign is as great as can be:


Tell your guests how often you’ll text them. You’re providing
valuable service to your list, so they want to hear from you. But how
often do they want to hear from you? You have a plan in place for
the messages you’re going to send (if not, go back to the “Getting
started with SMS?” section!). Share that information with your list so
they don’t get more than they bargained for by signing up for your
SMS messaging. Will it be only when they take an action like booking
a room? Or will they also receive more general text messages about
special deals and activities during their stay? Whatever it is, make
sure they know.



Avoid using txtspk. As short as an SMS message is, that’s no excuse
for using instant messaging type abbreviations. You want to be clear
and concise, not cryptic. So unless you’re contacting youths you
know to be avid text speakers, use proper spelling.



Always tell them who you are first. Your guests probably have
better things to do than to memorise your VMN or shortcode. In
every message, make sure you start off by identifying who you are
with your name, company abbreviation or something that lets them
know it’s you.
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Be like Santa all year and
stay on the nice list
Every kid knows the best thing about
Santa is he always gives you what you
want. When it comes to sending text
messages, the best policy is to
emulate Santa. If you send messages
to people that don’t want them,
you’ll end up with unhappy people.
Just like the kids who don’t get what
they want for Christmas.

Keep your list up-to-date and you’ll have
happy people and you’ll stay on the nice list
too. Learn more about how to stay on the
nice list by reading the Privacy and
Electronic Communications (EC Directive)
Regulations 2003. The EC Directive is the
official document governing all electronic
communications.

Now you’re really ready
You’ve got your plans, you know the lingo, now it’s time to choose your service provider. A quick Google search will
tell you there are probably more SMS service providers than you have rooms. But they aren’t all created equal.
Here’s a list of questions you should answer before you decide which provider will best suit you:

How much does it cost to send 1 SMS message?
All providers define one SMS message as 160 characters. The base rate per one SMS message is usually listed on provider
websites. When you compare between providers, make sure you’re looking at the base price for a message in the quantity you
plan to send. Prices can vary widely depending on the quantity of messages sent per month and any volume discounts that are
applied. Just be sure you’re comparing apples to apples and not apples to oranges.

Are there minimum purchase requirements or minimum usage requirements?
Some services charge monthly fees whether or not you ever send a message. Others will charge you a hidden or surprise fees.
The best providers don’t do either, but offer a pay-per-message pricing plan free of hidden charges and usage requirements.

When do the message credits expire?
Make sure you read the fine print of every provider to see if there are expiration dates on the message credits you purchase.
Providers who don’t use expiration dates usually advertise it openly so you’ll know the credits you buy now will be good a year, or
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two, or ten from now. If you don’t see any mention of expiration dates, read the fine print even closer. Chances are it’s buried in
there somewhere, and it probably isn’t very long after you make your purchase.

Do they have a free trial or account to test the services?
There’s really only one good way to know if a service is all it says it is: try it out. Once you’ve narrowed your list, don’t be afraid to
sign up and test each service that offers a free trial or free account. There’s no substitute for first-hand experience when it comes to
evaluating a new service.

What sort of network coverage do they have?
Your SMS messages need to be able to reach all your students, parents, and staff no matter what mobile service provider they use.
Check to see how many UK mobile providers are supported. If you’ll be sending internationally make sure the countries you need
are on the list too.

What is their network quality?
Network quality refers to the reliability, speed, and availability of the network used to send your SMS messages. Web-based SMS
providers send your messages over the Internet for at least a portion of the messages journey to your customers. The best providers
get the message out into the mobile network quickly, so it’s delivered fast and with the reliability people expect of text messages.
These generally are called Tier 1 providers, or providers who use Tier 1 network connections. Other providers aren’t as particular
and use cheaper routes and less reliable SMS gateways. This means messages can be delayed or even lost on the way to your
customers. Quality and delivery routes matter. A lot.
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What type of support is offered and how good is it?
Great customer support is always important. Even if you never use it, you know it’s there if you need it. But great customer support
isn’t always free. Some providers charge for different levels of support ensuring only “premium” members have access to the best
service. Others offer support free to everyone and strive to be the best for each and every customer. But on the Internet, it’s hard to
tell what’s real and what companies just claim is true about their support. Look for independent reviews either on the provider’s
website or via third party sites like Feefo.

If you need it, do they have an API for easy integration into your software?
An application programming interface (API) allows you to integrate an SMS service into your existing POS, CRM, or other business
applications. Most providers have APIs. The trick in the question is the word “easy”. Research everything you can find about the API.
The best providers give this information away free and are able and happy to answer your questions even before you have an
account. Some providers may have already developed applications that will work with your software. For example, plugins for
Microsoft Outlook are usually available.

Can you specify multiple users or account managers?
Since you likely have a team of administrative staff and teachers, it’s likely you’ll want more than just one person to have access to
your account. Being able to assign sub-users and distribute credits between users is an important account management feature.
Without it, you’ll have to share the same account, login details, and credits with everyone. That makes tracking usage a nightmare as
you’ll never know who it was that logged in, or sent that message by mistake.
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Get out there and send some SMS messages
You’ve seen the benefits of using SMS messaging. You’ve reviewed the questions and the guidelines for sending SMS
messages and choosing a provider. There isn’t anything left to do but get out there and start sending SMS messages.

About fastsms
We’re a group of technology and business specialists who love helping people. That’s why we’ve made it our mission to
create simple to use SMS services with clear pricing and always free support. You’ll never find monthly fees, setup fees, or
“surprise” fees with us. You only pay for the messages you send, and we’re there with you 24/7 should you ever need help.
Since 2002 fastsms has provided SMS messaging services to thousands of UK organisations of all sizes. We make it easy for
you to send and receive text messages using a web browser, your email client or any application using our API.
Stop by our website to discover why companies like LG, BT, and Veolia trust us to be their SMS service provider. Better yet,
click on our live chat and we’ll be happy to answer all your questions.
Website: http://www.fastsms.co.uk/

Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/FASTSMSUK

Blog: http://www.fastsms.co.uk/blog.html

Twitter: https://twitter.com/FASTSMS

Telephone: 0800 954 5305

LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/company/fastsms

Email: helpdesk@fastsms.co.uk

Google+: https://plus.google.com/+FastsmsCoUk

Click here to create a free account

